A college campus is like a small city.

UCLA, Marion Anderson Hall, Gensler. Four stories of learning, administrative, and event spaces organized around an active atrium. Designed to adapt and support evolving business education models in technologically-enhanced and acoustically-appropriate spaces.
Spaces designed for learning, working, and living have a whole host of complex requirements. Selecting the right product for the purpose is the first step to start. Product styling and performance characteristics will contribute to the success of an installation.

**Product in Place.**
Bentley’s portfolio of solutions—Carpet Tile, and Luxury Vinyl Tile (LVT)—beautifully supports your most ambitious design goals and provides solutions for the most challenging conditions on a college campus.

**Learning and Working.**
Well-structured views designed to accommodate large student populations will benefit from the sound dampening effect of soft materials like Bentley carpet tile, offering to indoor and outdoor venues, it’s a cost-effective way to span the space as well as articulate open floors to zones for seating and circulation, all while providing the necessary flexibility that these adaptive spaces require.

For ready every Bentley carpet tile, there is a Bentley broadloom collection. Stepped flow in multi-color, linear bands, and rails can be specified in one style, in both formats, or combined to support a one-of-a-kind environment.

The entire Bentley carpet offering, is PVC-free, in alignment with the University Building Challenge’s Red List Free requirements.

In the classroom, specifying carpet is one of the simplest ways to provide an acoustic finish that reduces the distraction of noise, creating a productive learning environment, and providing the necessary flexibility that these adaptive spaces require.

**Playing and Living.**
Bentley products are engineered to perform at all types of environments. Whether you are concerned with light foot traffic, heavy traffic, or both, we are focused on delivering smart, successful flooring solutions for the complex demands of educational facilities.

Bentley is committed to using only premium fibers, like Antron® Type 6,6 Nylon, a high-performance yarn system designed to recover ever and over again. Antron® Type 6,6 resists soiling and remains resilient, retaining texture and appearance retention for the life of the installation. Stain inhibitors are embedded in the construction of each fiber, designed to recover over and over again.
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**Designed to Perform.**
Bentley’s product suite is designed to perform at all types of environments. Whether you are concerned with light foot traffic, heavy traffic, or both, we are focused on delivering smart, successful flooring solutions for the complex demands of educational facilities.
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**Designed to Last.**
Long-lasting beautiful installations are in the Bentley legacy. We pride ourselves in manufacturing excellence, front to back. The expertise, combined with our choice to use only high-performance fibers, means the cost of owning the life of an installation will be low, by returning exposures to excessive wear that require maintenance and even untimely replacement.

**Fast Track.**
Bentley’s Fast Track program is designed for maximum flexibility and expedited delivery. Broadloom, Carpet Tile, and LVT is available in a wide range of colors and styles to meet your budget and deadline. Hundreds of colors are available in orders of 5,000 square yards or less and are ready to ship within 10 business days.

Use InSite Visualizer™, our online rendering tool, to quickly visualize your ideas, or engage the experts at Bentley Digital Studio to render your selections in place. Sometimes only a custom solution will do to achieve the right design solution. Bentley has custom programs for orders as little as 50 yards.

**LEARNING SPACES**

**A college campus is like a small city.**